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Abstract
We study the atomtronic quantum interference device employing a semiclassical perspective.We
consider anM site ring that is described by the Bose–HubbardHamiltonian. Coherent Rabi
oscillations in the flowof the current are feasible, with an enhanced frequency due to chaos-assisted
tunneling.We highlight the consequences of introducing aweak-link into the circuit. In the latter
context we clarify the phase–space considerations that are involved in setting up an effective ‘systems
plus bath’ description in terms of Josephson–Caldeira–Leggett Hamiltonian.

1. Introduction

Atomtronics is a new quantum technology [1, 2], with potential for novel quantum computing implementations
[3–6]. Theory and experiments with atomtronic superfluid circuits are in the focus of current research [7–10]. A
major objective is to realize a quantum interference device (AQUID) that possibly includes one or twoweak-
links [11]. This is analogous to a superconducting circuit, or to its low dimensional version (fluxon, Josephson
vortex qubit) [12–15]. However the design considerations of such a device are still somewhat vague.

We study an atomtronic superfluid circuit that is described by the Bose–HubbardHamiltonian (BHH) [5].
Namely, we considerN bosons in anM site rotating ring such that themodel parameters are N M K U, , , ,( )F ,
whereK is the hopping frequency between the sites,U is the on-site interaction, and the rotation is formally
equivalent to having anAharonov–Bohm fluxΦ. If a weak-link is introduced, there is an additional parameter α
that characterizes the relative strength of the coupling.

For the purpose of qubit realization, the objective is to single out a two-level system (TLS) that is quasi-
isolated from all the othermicroscopic degrees of freedom (DOFs). In the present context there are twoflow-
states that differ by their ‘winding number’m, meaning that they are characterized by a different value of the
persistent current (Im). Theflow-states are required to bemeta-stable,meaning that each of themwill not decay
in time. If they are quasi-degenerate, onewould like towitness coherent Rabi oscillations. During a Rabi-based
protocol the system evolves into a superposition ofmacroscopically distinct flow-states [16].

The introduction of aweak-link allows control over the coupling sD between theflow-states.Without a
weak-link this couplingmight be too small for operational purpose,meaning that the time period (2 sp D ) of
coherent Rabi oscillationsmight become too large for practical implementations. On the other hand if the
relative strength of theweak-link (α) is smaller than some critical value, then themeta-stability is destroyed,
which is effectively like having a disconnected ring. The dependence of sD onN and onM in the case of an
AQUIDhas been recently addressed in[6] following [10], highlighting the subtle interplay of interactions and
quantumfluctuations. The present work is in a sense complementary and provides a semi-classical perspective
for the analysis of a few-site ring that is described by the BHH,with orwithout aweak-link.

Formally our BHHsystemhas d M 1= - coupledDOFs: the dimer M 2( )= is the so-called bosonic
Josephson junction; while the trimer M 3( )= is theminimal superfluid circuit. Ourmain focus is on BHH
circuits with small number of sites. The following specific questions arise. (A) Inwhat range of themodel
parameters is it possible to havemetastableflow-states? (B)Canwe treat two quasi-degenerate flow-states as a
coherent TLS? If yes, (C) how is the frequency of the coherent Rabi oscillation determined? And if a weak-link is
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introduced, then, (D) canwe derive the dynamics from an effective ‘systemplus bath’Hamiltonian?Question
(A) has been partially addressed in our previous publications [17, 18], and its physics is briefly summarized in
appendix A. In the present workwewould like to further address questions (B)–(D).

Ourmain observations are: (1) in the absence of aweak-link, coherent Rabi oscillations are feasible, with a
frequency that is possibly determined by chaos-assistance tunneling, leading toweaker dependence on the
number of particles. (2) In particular we demonstrate numerically Rabi oscillations betweenmetastable flow-
states in a non-rotating 0( )F = circuit that consists ofM=4 sites. (3)Wefindwhat is the critical strength of a
weak-link, belowwhich superfluidity is diminished. (4)We illuminate howour considerations connect with the
familiar ‘systemplus bath’ framework of Caldeira and Leggett. (5)We show thatwithweak-link the threshold to
chaos is pushed up in energy, which is a necessary condition for the validity of the single Josephson-junction
description. (6)Wepoint out that the requirement for observing coherent Rabi oscillation in largeM ringsmight
be in clashwith the quantumMott transition.

The outline is as follows: in section 2we introduce themodel and themethods; in section 3we discuss the
coherent dynamics in the absence of a weak-link. In sections 4 and 5we analyze how aweak-link affects a ring
with few ormany sites respectively.We care tomake a bridge between the semiclassical and the ‘systemplus bath’
perspectives. Finally we summarize the overall picture in section 6.

2.Model andmethods

WeconsiderNBosons in anM site ring that is described by the BHH:
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where a aj j( )† are bosonic annihilation (creation) operators on the jth site, and n a aj j j
†= is the corresponding

number operator. Periodic boundaries are imposed,meaning that a aM 0º . The parameterU takes into account
thefinite scattering length for the atomic two-body collisions on the same site. The hopping parameters are
constant K Kj = except in theweak-linkwhere it is K ¢. The ring is pierced by an artificial (dimensionless)
magnetic fluxΦ, which can be experimentally induced for neutral atoms as aCoriolisflux by rotating the lattice
at constant velocity [19, 20], or as a synthetic gaugeflux by imparting a geometric phase directly to the atoms via
suitably designed laser fields [21–23]. The presence of thefluxΦ in equation(1) has been taken into account
through the Peierls substitution: K M Kej j

i( ) F- .
In the quantumanalysis, we diagonalize equation(1), and display the spectrum as infigure 1(a). For each

eigenstate En we calculate the fragmentationmeasure as defined in the appenix B, while the average current
is obtained using the following formula:

Figure 1. Spectrumof M 3= ringwith N 24= bosons, interaction u 5= , and pF ~ rotation (a); accompaniedwith simulation of
Rabi oscillations for pF = rotation (b). The units of time (here and in the subsequent figures) are fixed by the hopping
frequencyK=1. In (a) each point represents an eigenstate, positioned according to its energy En (vertical axis) and its current In
(horizontal axis). The current is in units ofNK/M. The color encodes the fragmentation of each eigenstate (blue 1 ~ to red

M ~ ). The quasi-degenerate flow-states at the bottomof the energy landscape are energetically-stable (‘Landau stability’) and are
separated by a forbidden-region. The tunnel-coupling allows coherent Rabi oscillationswith extremely slow frequency sD . If we did
not slightly perturbΦ, the diagonalizationwould give zero current cat-states (symmetric and anti-symmetric superposition of the
pertinent flow-states). In (b) the initial state is anm=1 coherent state, and the systemhas exactly pF = rotation. This initial state
has a large overlapwith the pair of quasi-degenerate cat eigenstates. Consequently we observe Rabi oscillations of the current with
frequency sD that is determined by the tunnel coupling.
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In a classical context the average is taken over time for a very long trajectory.

2.1. Semiclassical perspective
For the purpose of semiclassical analysis it is convenient towrite the BHHusing action-angle variables:
a n eij . Accordingly theHamiltonian describes anMDOFs system, namely
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Since the total number of particles nN j= å is a constant ofmotion of the system, theHamiltonian above
describes d M 1= - coupled pendula. The interaction is characterized by the dimensionless parameter

u
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K
. 4( )=

The classical dynamics is governed by
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where n nz , , , , ,M M1 1( )j jº ¼ ¼ are the canonical coordinates. The notation ¶m stands for derivative with
respect to zm, and  is the symplecticmatrix. It is important to emphasize that upon re-scaling the only
dimensionless parameters that affect the classical trajectories are u,( )F and K K¢ . The effective Planck constant
is N1 = . The latter parameter, does not appear in the ‘classical’ equations ofmotion equation(5), but only
in the full quantum treatment of equation(1).

2.2. Systemplus bath perspective
The conventional approach for analyzing a SQUID/AQUID is based on a ‘systemplus bath’ perspective. This
perspective becomesmeaningful once aweak-link is introduced, which is like having a ‘slowDOF’. In order to
motivate the conventional phenomenology one can regard the BHHequation(3) as describingmasses that are
connected by nonlinear springs. If one spring is very ‘weak’, then at low energies the equal-partition theorem
justifies an harmonic approximation for the small vibrations of the other springs. Accordingly we can regard the
systemhas having one non-linearDOF (‘pendulum’) coupled to phonons (‘harmonic bath’). The canonical
coordinates that describe theweak-link are the phase difference M 1( )j j j= - , and its conjugate
n n n 2M 1( )= - . Hencewe obtain the Josephson circuitHamiltonian (JCH)
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with E UC = , and E N M M K1L [( ) ( )]= - , and E N M KJ ( )= ¢. The bathHamiltonian has the standard
Caldeira–Leggett form
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For smallM the ‘bath’ ismerely a set of several oscillators, and possibly can be neglected, because the mw are
typically large comparedwith the natural frequency of the junction. For largeM one can characterize the bath
oscillators by anOhmic spectral function
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The detailed derivation and the explicit expressions for the bath parameters in terms of the BHHparameters
are presented in appenixC, andwill be further discussed in a later section.Wenote that in [5, 12, 14] thefinite-
temperature partition-function of the BHH ring has been introduced, and the reduced ‘systemplus bath’ action
has been deduced. From the reduced action one could figure-out what is the effective JCH. In the present
approach to the same system,we do not assume finite temperature, butmerely re-arrange theHamiltonian in a
way that allows a ‘systemplus bath’ description. This is a valid procedure even if the ring is prepared (say) in a
micro-canonical statewith some arbitrary energyE. Onemay say that in our treatment E/M plays the role of the
temperature.

Within the framework of the JCH treatment, the possibility of havingmetastableflow-states is controlled by
the parameter
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For pF = the condition for having at least two localminima in the potential floor of the JCH, is ca a> , where
1ca = . Disregarding small quantumfluctuations, the two localminima can support a quasi-degenerate pair of

flow-states. If the bath is ignored, then from theWKB approximation it follows that the tunnel splitting is given
by some variation of the following expression [12]
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whereC is a numerical prefactor.Wewould like to emphasize that there are several variations of this formula,
depending on the relative size of E E E, ,C L J( ), but they are all based on the assumption that equation(6) is a valid
description.

2.3. TLS perspective
The objective is obviously to realize a TLS that is quasi-isolated from all the othermicroscopicDOFs [3, 6, 24–
28]. In the present context there are twoflow-states that differ by their ‘winding number’m, meaning that they
are characterized by a different value of the persistent current (Im).We label these states as⥁and ,⥀ andwrite
the TLSHamiltonian as
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We refer to sD as the splitting: if we draw the eigenenergies versusΦwe get an avoided crossing. Theflow-states
are required to bemeta-stable,meaning that each of themwill not decay in time. If they are quasi-degenerate,
onewould like towitness coherent Rabi oscillations. The quasi-degeneracy is controlled byΦ, and happens for

0F = (say m 1=  ) or for pF = (saym=0, 1). During the Rabi oscillation the system evolves into a
superposition of thesemacroscopically distinct flow-states. Such superposition is commonly termed ‘cat state’.

The conventional procedure to engineer a TLS is as follows: (i)to introduce a ringwith aweak-link; (ii)to
ensure that theweak-linkDOF is only weakly-coupled to all the other ringDOFs; (iii)to analyze the operation of
the device using the ‘systemplus bath’ paradigmofCaldeira and Leggett. The introduction of a weak-link allows
the reduction of themany-body BHHequation(1) into the simpler JCH equation(6). Furthermore it allows
control over the coupling sD between the flow-states.Without aweak-link this couplingmight be too small for
operational purpose,meaning that the time period (2 sp D ) of coherent Rabi oscillationsmight become too
large for practical implementations.

If the bath is taken into account then there are two effects. One is ‘dressing’ of the bare parameters, and the
other is ‘noise’. It is well known from thework of Caldeira and Leggett that coherent Rabi oscillations can be
observed provided ch h< , where ch is of order unity ( ch p= for the spin-bosonmodel).We shall come back to
this issuewhenwe discuss the largeM limit.

3. Coherent dynamics in the absence of aweak-link

The stationary orbitals of a single particle in a clean ring are themomentum states withwavenumber
k M m2( )p= , wherem is an integermoduloM. Coherentflow-states haveN particles condensed into the same
momentumorbital:
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Implying amacroscipically large current
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In the absence of interaction (U= 0) these coherent flow-states are the eigenstates of the BHH. For pF = the
m=0 andm=1flow-states are degenerate in energy. If we add not-too-strong interaction they become
coupled andmay form a doublet whose dynamics is generated by the TLSHamiltonian equation(11). The
energy-difference E E E⥁ ⥀d º - is determined by the deviation ( )d pF º F - , and the coupling sD is
determined by the strength of the interaction. An example for such doublet if provided infigure 1.

Assuming that we have a TLS doublet offlow-states with energy splitting sD , onewould expect towitness
pure Rabi oscillations. If the systemhas been prepared (say) in aflow-state with clockwise current, the
subsequent evolutionwould be
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implying alternating current with frequency sD , namely
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If we addweak-link orweak-disorder, the flow-states remain stable, provided the perturbation is not too
strong. This is the essence of superfluidity. The stability is due to the non-zero interactionU. The interaction
stabilizes theflow-states: instead of being located on aflat potential floor, theflow-states are located in local
minima of the potentialfloor. Localminima are structurally-stable with respect to the added disorder, i.e. the
localminima do not diminished by aweak perturbation. The common conception is that the twominima are
separated by a ‘forbidden region’. This is the same reasoning that leads to equation(10), but herewe refer to the
multi-dimensional phase–space of the BHHequation(3) and not to the reduced singleDOFdescription of
equation(6). Nevertheless, both perspectives connect smoothly. Namely, we canwrite equation(10) in away
that illuminates the semiclassical expression for tunnel-splitting:
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where N1 = , while u,( )a are the ‘classical’ parameters, and the prefactorCMhas some dependence onM.
In the absence of a weak-link one formallymakes the substitution M 1( )a - as implied by equation(9).
The energy scale E EL C0

1 2( )D º is like the ‘attempt frequency’ of theGamow-formula. In a later sectionwe
identify 0D as the frequency spacing between the phononicmodes.

In the JCHbased picture, the splitting sD is exponentially small inN due to the existence of a classically
‘forbidden region’ between the two localminima, which necessitates tunneling. This very small sD creates
difficulties inwitnessing coherent two-level dynamics in such configuration. In order to have a bigger sD a
smallerα is required. But is should not be smaller than 1ca = else themeta-stability is diminished. Note also
that there is a trade-off between theweakness of the link and the quality of the superposition state [27].

The question arises whether one canmanagewithout introducing aweak-link. In fact there is a loophole. In
order to realize this loophole, one should be aware, following [18], that there are novelflow-states that are not
supported by localminima of the potential, but by a ‘stability island’ or by a ‘chaotic pond’, or by an ‘Arnoldweb’
region.We summarize all these possibilities in appendix A—the exact details are not important. The important
point is that the phase–space locations, where the flow-states reside, are not separated by a ‘forbidden region’.
Instead they are separated by a ‘chaotic-sea’. A visualization of this possibility is provided by the quantum
spectrum infigure 2, which should be contrastedwith that offigure 1. Thewaywe plot the quantum spectrum
(following [18]) is in one-to-one correspondencewith a section of the classical phase–space: infigure 1 the two
flow-states at the bottom are separated by a ‘forbidden region’where no states can reside; in contrast to that, in
figure 2, between the twometastable states there aremany other states with roughly the same energy that reside
in the ‘chaotic-sea’.

Figure 2. Spectrumof M 4= ringwith N 16= bosons, interaction u 1= and 0F ~ rotation (a); accompaniedwith simulation of
Rabi oscillations (b). Here the quantummeta-stability of theflow-states m 1=  is related to quantum localization on anArnoldweb.
The coupling ismediated by a chaotic sea. Consequently we observe chaos-assisted coherent Rabi oscillationswith relatively short
period, which is important for practical qubit implementation.
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If the coupling between the quasi-degenerate eigenstates ismediated by a chaotic sea, then sD ismuch larger.
This is known as chaos-assisted tunneling [29–32]. Possibly the term tunneling is not the best description for the
mathematics that is involved. The rough idea is that the quantum-coupling between the twometastable states is
mediated by some intermediate state in the chaotic sea. The coupling is roughly estimated using second-order
perturbation theory as Us

2D ~ D, whereΔ is the detuning from exact resonance. This expression does not
contain aWKB suppression exponent, so it is not small, but nevertheless it is very sensitive to themodel
parameters, as in the theory of universal conductance fluctuations.

Infigure 2we provide a numerical demonstration of chaos-assisted Rabi oscillations. In this example the
device is non-rotating ( 0F = ), and the Rabi oscillations are between themetastable m 1=  flow-states. The
dependence of sD on the number of particles for ‘chaos assisted tunneling’ is contrastedwith ‘under the barrier
tunneling’ infigure 3.

Summarizing this section, we observe that the coupling betweenmetastable flow-states can be via chaos-
assisted tunneling, implying a relatively large sD when comparedwith the conventional expectation. Aweak-
link in a few-site ring is not essential for getting large sD . In fact its introduction is likely to be harmful for the
device operation (see the next section).

4.Weak-link in a few site ring

In this sectionwe discuss what happens if a weak-link is introduced into a ring that has a small number of sites
(M=3, 4). In particular we askwhat remains of the JCHphenomenology. Thefirst implication of the JCH
phenomenology is the prediction of a criticalα belowwhich a quasi-degenerate doublet offlow states cannot
exist. If we naively use equation(9)we deduce that the condition 1a > for getting such doublet is K K 1 2¢ >
forM=3 and K K 1 3¢ > forM=4. In order to inquire what is the actual thresholdwe plot quantum
spectra for various values of u and K K¢ . See figure 4.We look for doublets at the bottomof the spectrum. A
practicalmeasure for that is trace 2 1[ ( )] r= - , where ρ is the reduced one-body probabilitymatrix, see
appendix B. The value of indicates the fragmentation of themany-body state. It is 1 = for a coherent
state, and M ~ for a quantum-ergodic state. In the case of a doublet the ground-state becomes a
superposition of two coherent states hence 2 ~ . Looking atfigure 4we see that for rings withM=3, 4 sites,
theα border is slightly higher than expected.We have verified using Poincare sections (see below) that for large u
the border is in agreement with 1ca = . For completeness we also show that for very largeu (of orderN2) the
value of for the ground-state becomes of orderM, reflecting theMott transition [17].

To understandwhat determines the ca border we display infigure 5 so-called Poincare sections of classical
trajectories that are generated by theHamiltonian equation(3). Namely, for display purpose a pair of canonical
coordinates Q P,( ) is selected, and for each trajectory the sequence of points Q t P t,j j( ( ) ( ))where it intersects a
specified phase–space section is recorded.We see clearly that in the ca a< regime the two stability islands
merge, reflecting thatwe no longer have the ‘doublewell’ structure in phase space.

But this is not enough. The JCH should be trusted alsowhenwe analyze tunneling or phase-slips through the
forbidden region. For this purpose it should describe correctly the dynamics up to some energywell above the
barrier. Thismeans the thresholdEu for chaoticmotion should be above the thresholdEb for barrier crossing.

Figure 3.The frequency of the Rabi oscillations sD is plotted as a function of the number of particlesN, for anM=4 site ring. The
‘classical’ parameter u 1= is kept constant. The lower curve is the sD for oscillations betweenm=0 andm=1 at pF = . The
upper curve is the sD for oscillations between m 1= + and m 1= - for 0F = . The large sD in the latter case is due to chaos-
assisted tunneling.
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See illustration infigure 6.We therefore plot infigure 7(b), a Poincare section for an energy that is slightly above
Eb.Whatwe see is that trajectories that go across the barriers are chaotic rather than regular. This indicates that a
JCHdescription of the dynamics is in fact not valid.

Let us try to understand the reason for the failure of the JCHdescription. In the vicinity of a singleflow-state
worst case scenario is that a phase differenceπ has to be supported by the ring. The harmonic approximation
requires M 1 2( )p p- < on each bond. This ismarginally satisfied forM=3. But if wewant the JCH
description to be valid over a 2p range ofj, then the requirement becomes M2 1 2( )p p- < , meaningwe
have to consider rings with M 5 sites. Similar claimhas appeared in [12]. Infigure 8we verify that for an
M 6= ringwithweak-link the chaos border Eu is indeedwell above the barrier energyEb. Up toEu the dynamics
looks like that of a pendulum that is slightly affected by the other ‘bath’DOFs. AboveEu themotion becomes
chaotic and the JCHdescription is no longer applicable.

5.Weak-link in amany site ring

ConsiderN bosons in a ring of length L, such that the average density is N Lr = . The so called Lieb–Liniger
parameter that controls the quantum aspect of the interaction is gmg r= . For 1g  the hard-core bosons
are like fermions, while for 1g  we can use a ‘classical’ description. In the latter case the ‘trajectories’ obey the

Figure 4.The fragmentation () of the ground state is imaged as a function of u and K K¢ for M 3= ringwith N 30= particles
(left) and for M 4= ringwith N 20= particles (right). The value 1 = indicates a coherent state (all particles are condensed in a
single orbital). The value of 2 ~ indicates quasi degeneracy of the ground state (a doublet offlow-states). The value M ~
indicates a fragmented state: here it is due to the quantumMott transition. The vertical dashed line corresponds to the 1ca = border,
which in the absence of aMott transitionwould become valid for largeu.

Figure 5.Quantum spectrum (upper panels) and phase–space landscape (lower panels). The quantum spectra are for an M 3= ring
with N 45= particles, dimensionless interaction u 2.5= , andweak-link coupling ratio K K 1, 0.8, 0.65, 0.4¢ = (from left to right).
Axes and and color code are the same as in figure 1. In each case an n n 03 1- = Poincare section is displayed. The section coordinates
are Q n n N21 2( ) ( )= - and P 1 2( )j j= - . The energy is chosen to be slightly above the ground state. The solid black linemarks
the borders of the allowed phase–space regions. The outer regions are ‘forbidden’ energetically. The color code represents the averaged
current for each classical trajectory: red for larger clockwise current; blue for large anti-clockwise current; and yellow-to-green for very
small current.
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so-calledGross–Pitaevskii (GP) equation. In fact the parameter γ does not appear in theGP treatment of the
model. The only dimensionless parameter of theGP description is

u N NL g . 17L
2 ( )mg= =

We shall refer to it as the ‘classical’ dimensionless parameter, while N1 = can be regarded as the
dimensionless Planck constant.Within the framework of the ‘classical’ (GP) treatment the low excitations of the
systems are phononswith sound velocity c g 1 2( )mr= . For afinite length ring the spacing in the frequencies of
the phononicmodes is c L0 pD = .

If we add a periodic potential that divides the ring intoM sites, we get a system that possibly can be described
by the BHHequation(1). The analogue of theGP is the discrete nonlinear Schrodinger (DNLS) equation. The
distance between the sites is a=L/M and the average number of particles per site is n N M¯ = . The effective
parameters of the BHHare accordinglyU=g/a and

K
a a

1
e

1
, 18S

2 2
0 ( )

m m*
= º-

Figure 6.The energy landscape of the Josephson circuitHamiltonian.Here the vertical axis represents the energy Ej of theweak-link
DOF (the total energyE should include the bathDOFs aswell). The dashed line indicates the threshold Eu for chaoticmotion.
Trajectories below Eu are quasi-regular. The JCHdescription is valid ifEu is locatedwell above Eb.

Figure 7.Poincare sections at different energies. Panel (a) is a zoomed version offigure 5(b). Panels (b) and (c) are for the samemodel
parameters but the total energy is, respectively, E N 0.036= - (slightly above the barrier energyEb) and E N 1.48= (close to the
uppermost energy in the spectrum). In each panel all the trajectories have the same total energy. But if we subtract the bath energy,
they correspond to the different trajectories offigure 6. In panel(c) the island contain self-trapped trajectories, hence it can support
self-trapped states (condensation in one site). This should be contrastedwith panel(a)where the two islands can support different
flow-states (condensation inmomentum).
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where S0 reflects the height of the barrier. The effective quantumparameter is

g U

nK
e . 19S0

¯
( )m

*
*

g
r

gº = =

This parameter controls the quantumMott transition. Namely for 1*g > superfluidity is diminished if n̄ is
close to integer. In additionwe can define the ‘classical’ dimensionless parameter which is analogous to uL of
equation(17) as

u Mu N 20M
2 ( )*g= =

The uM parameter controls theDNLS equation, and determines the stability of the steady flow solutions, as well
as the thresholds for self-trapping and soliton formation. Due to the discretizationwe have effectivelyM
phononicmodes, whose spectrum is characterized by the cutoff frequency

nUK M , 21c
1 2

0( )¯ ( )w = ~ D

where 0D is formally the same as for a continuous ring, butwithm*.
For a regular ringwith aweak-link the reduction to an effective JCHprovides the following expressions [4]:

E g LC = and E LL ( )mr= and E EJ La= . The parameterα is controlled by the tunnel-coupling, which is
determined by the height of the barrier at theweak-link. Our derivation in appendix Chas provided similar
expressions, but there are some differences. First of all the effectivemass is of coursem* and notm, and therefore
the effective quantumparameter γ becomes *g . A secondary difference is that E g LC = is replaced by
E g LC *= , where the effective length over which the density variesmight be as small as L a* = . The latter value
reflects the extreme case of uniformdistribution of the particles along the ring. Expression equation(9) for the
parameterα can bewritten as

E

E
M e , 22J

L

S SJ 0( ) ( )a º = - -

where S0 and SJ reflect the heights of the barriers in regular bonds, and at theweak-link respectively.

Figure 8.Representative t n t,( ( ) ( ))j trajectories of an M 6= ringwithweak-link. The lower panels are for theweak-link energy
E t( )j measured relative to the top of the barrier. The systemparameters are u 200= , and K K 0.3J = , and pF = . In all the panels
the initial condition is in the vicinity of the barrier, with equal populations n N 6j = . The actual starting point is with
n N1 61 ( )d= + and n N1 66 ( )d= - . In (a) the junction energy ismostly below the barrier ( 0.01d = ), andwe see that the
dynamics is in qualitative agreementwith the JCH:we observe regular flow-motionwith rare jumps to the opposing flow-motion due
to an activation by the ‘bath’DOFs. In (b) the junction energy is above the barrier ( 0.08d = ), andwe still observe pendulum-like
regularmotion. In (c) the energy is above the chaos threshold ( 0.16d = ), andwe get irregular chaoticmotion that is no longer
described by the JCH. This should be contrastedwith theM=3 trajectories offigure 7(b)where the chaos threshold Eu coincides with
Eb, invalidating the JCHphenomenology.
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We turn our attention to the bath. The derivation in appendix C shows that within the bilinear-coupling
approximation the effective number of bathDOFs is d M 2 2bath ⌊( ) ⌋= - . Consequently the bathHamiltonian
has the familiar Caldeira–Leggett form equation(7), with U1mm = , and UKn k2 1 cosm m

2 ¯ ( )w = - , and
k m M 1m ( )p= - , and c Kn M k2 1 sinm m

1 2¯ [ ( )]= - . From that follows that the dissipation coefficient is

. 23( )
*

h
p

g
=

In [4], regarding regular ring, it has been claimed that if E NJ 0( ) D (called there ‘the small ring limit’) then
the bath can be ignored. In the context of the present Bose–Hubbard circuit this condition takes the form
K cw¢ , meaning that the bath should have high frequency cutoff comparedwith the hopping rate. But from
thework on the spin-boson problemwe know that the condition for witnessing coherent oscillation is h p<
which implies that *g should be large comparedwith unity.We identify that this is a problematic non-
semiclassical regimewhere theMott transition takes place. Namely, for 1*g > the superfluidity of the system
depends sensitively on thefilling ratioN/M. In a grand-canonical perspective the systemhas the tendency to
become aMott insulator.

6.Discussion

Weobserve that a TLSmodeling of quasi-degenerate flow-states in a few-site ring is feasible,meaning that
coherent Rabi oscillations are not over-damped. This is truewith orwithout aweak-link, and the frequency is
possibly determined by chaos-assistance tunneling. In particular we have demonstrated numerically Rabi
oscillations betweenmetastable flow-states in a non-rotating ( 0F = ) circuit that consists ofM=4 sites.

We have determines what is theminimal value ofα that does not endanger themeta-stability of the pF =
flow-states. Clearly below thisminimal value aweak-link is not useful. From a semi-classical perspective this
value is the threshold for themerging of two stability islands. For large rings, assuming that the JCH
phenomenology is valid, theminimal value is implied by the familiar condition ca a> with 1ca = Wenote
that in a superconducting circuit, due to theMeisner effect, the effective inductance is larger, andα is typically
large.

In the semiclassical perspective the flow-states are supported by a localminimumof the energy landscape
(Landau stability), or by a region that is surrounded byKAM tori. In the latter case, for rings with M 3> sites the
stabilization is due to amany-body quantum localization effect, that suppresses the Arnold diffusion.
Depending on the type of states involved, the couplingmight be via a forbidden-region (as implied by the JCH
phenomenology), or itmight bemediated by a chaotic sea. In the latter case the chaos-assisted tunneling
provides aweaker dependence on the number of particles involved.

The system plus bath perspective—formally the circuit has d M 1= - interactingDOFs, while in the
approximated JCHversionwe have a singleDOF n,( )j that interacts with a ‘bath’ that consists of a fewDOFs. If
the bath is ignored themotion in the singleDOFphase–space is regular, and looks formally the same as that of a
pendulum. If ca a> , a separatrix is formed, hencewe have two stability-islands that can support the two quasi-
degenerateflow-states. But if the bath is taken into account, the projectedmotion in the n,( )j coordinates
becomes ‘dressed’ and ‘noisy’, in the same sense as discussed byCaldeira, Leggett and followers. These effects
endanger the coherent Rabi oscillations.

LargeM ring— considering a regular ringwith bosons one can define the Lieb–Liniger parameterγ. For
1g > the quantum effects become important (GPdescription becomes problematic), but nevertheless there is

no quantumphase-transition from superfluid to insulator. Considering the BHH ring (Bose gas in an optical
lattice), we have defined an effective *g that corresponds to the effectivemass in the lattice. For 1*g > the
quantum effects are dramatic, namely, a transition to theMott-regime, where depending on the filling-ratio the
ring can become aMott-insulator. But the analysis shows that 1*g > is the condition forwitnessing coherent
Rabi oscillations. So there is a clash here: on the one handwewant the ring to be in a superfluid phase (avoid
Mott); on the other handwewant to haveweak coupling to the bath in order towitness coherent oscillations.

SmallM ring—wewanted to understand how this standard JCHphenomenology ismodified if the ring
consists of a small number of sites. Then the ‘bath’ consists of a small number ofDOFs and the standard
Caldeira-Leggett perspective becomes questionable. One direction [33] is to say that the interactionwith chaotic
DOFs is essentially like the interactionwith infinitelymany harmonicDOFs, hence coming back toCaldeira–
Leggett phenomenology. This type of argumentmight work for rings with M 6 sites for which the effective
number of bathDOFs is d 2bath  .We did not take this route here. Rather we discussed thewhole issue in a
muchmore fundamental level, focusing on rings with small number of sites.

Interactionwith a chaotic surrounding is the lowdimensional version of having a ‘bath’. Even forweak chaos
there is so-called Arnold-diffusion that is induced by the stochasticmotion (‘noise’) of the otherDOFs. It follows
rigorously that a necessary condition for the applicability of the ‘systemplus bath’ paradigmwith regard to a
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circuit with aweak-link requiresmore than 3sites. But this is not a sufficient condition.We have emphasized
that a JCHmodeling implies regularmotion up to an energy that exceeds the barrier height. Such a high
threshold for chaos is apparently feasible only for rings that havemore than 5sites.
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AppendixA. Superfluidity in lowdimensional circuits

In this appendixwe provide a brief summary for the ‘big picture’ ofmesoscopic superfluidity. The key issue is the
meta-stability of the flow-states.We follow [18], while some preliminaries regarding the energy landscape and
the dynamical stability issues can be found in [17] and [34] respectively.

In the conventional ‘Landau criterion’ picture theflow-states are energetically stable, i.e. they are located in
localminima of the energy landscape.Hence they are separated by a ‘forbidden region’ and the coupling requires
tunneling.

Butmetastability can be achieved even in the absence of energetic-stability. ForM=3 ring, theflow-state
can be dynamically stable, protected in phase–space byKolmogorov–Arnold–Moser (KAM) tori. Then the
generic picture is two islands that are separated by a chaotic sea, and not by a forbidden region.

For M 3> rings, the KAM tori are not able to divide phase–space into territories. The dynamics takes place
on an ‘Arnoldweb’ of resonances. This leads to so-called Arnold diffusion: if we look on theweak-link degree of
freedom n,( )j we expect to see diffusion of its energy.We emphasize that such diffusion does not occur in
M=3 ring: there it is arrested by theKAM tori.

The discussion abovemight give the impression that flow-states cannot survive in M 3> rings. But in fact
quantummechanics saves us: dynamical stability can bemaintained in-spite of Arnold diffusion. This can be
regarded as amany-body localization effect. It follows from the following simple consideration: the time to
escape anArnoldweb regionmight be very long; if the required time is larger than the quantumbreaktime
(inverse level spacing) then the escapewill never happen.

Appendix B.Definition of the fragmentationmeasure

The eigenstates of theHamiltonian equation(1) can be characterized by their fragmentation
trace 2 1[ ( )] r= - , where the one-body reduced probabilitymatrix is

a a
N

1
. B.1ij j i ( )†r =

Roughly speaking tells us howmany orbitals are occupied by the bosons. A value of 1 = indicates that the
state it not fragmented, hence it can bewritten as b vacuumk

N( ) ∣† ñ. Here b c ak j j
k

j
† †å= creates a particle in some

superposition of the sitemodes, with coefficients cj
k. Such states are themany-body coherent-states in the

generalized sense of Perelomov [35]. Their phase–space representations areminimal wave packets situated at
some point n,( )j of phase space. A higher value M1  < indicates that the bosons are fragmented into
several orbitals.

AppendixC.Derivation of the JCH

ConsiderNBosons in anMsite ring described by the BHHequation(1). In the limit u M it is common to
neglect the fluctuations of the number of atoms in eachwell [36], and approximate the Bose-Hubbardmodel
with the so called quantum-phase-model (‘coupled rotors’)which is formally equivalent to an array of
Josephson junctions:

n
U

nK
M2

cos , C.1
j

M

j j j j
1

2
1¯ ( ) ( ) å j j= - - -

F

=
+⎜ ⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥

where nj and jj are canonically conjugate variables.Without lost of generality, we can employ a gauge
transformation such that the phaseΦ vanishes at all bonds except theweak-link. Namely
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n
U

nK nK
2

cos cos . C.2
j

M

j
j

M

j j M
1

2

1

1

1 1( )¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) å å j j j j= - - - ¢ - - F
= =

-

+

With aweak-link K K¢ , the phase difference at the M 1- regular bonds becomes small such that

cos 1j j1( )j j- ~+ . TheHamiltonian can then bewritten, up to a constant, as:

n
U nK

nK
2 2

cos . C.3
j

M

j
j

M

j j M
1

2

1

1

1
2

1( )¯ ( ) ¯ ( ) å å j j j j= + - - ¢ - - F
= =

-

+

The second sumcan bewritten as:

A2 2 , C.4
j

M

j j M M M
i j

M

ij i j
1

1

1
2

1
2 2

1 2 1
, 2

1

( ) ( )å åj j j j j j j j j j- = + - - +
=

-

+ -
=

-

A
2 2

, C.5M M
i j

M

ij i j

2 2

2 1 2 1
, 2

1

( ) ( ) ( )å
j j

j j j j j j j j= + - + - - ++ -
+ - - -

=

-

wherewe introduced the notation M1j j j=  , and A 2ij ij i j, 1d d= -  . Consequently

n n

n

U nK

nK
nK

U nK
A

4 4

cos
2

2 2
. C.6

M M

j

M

j
i j

M

ij i j

2 2 2 2

2 1 2 1

2

1
2

, 2

1

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

¯

¯ ¯ ( )

¯ ( )



å å

j j

j j j j j j j

j j

= + + +

- ¢ - F - - + +

+ +

- + - +

- - - + -

=

-

=

-

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

The last line can be easily diagonalized:

n n
U nK

A
U

U2 2 2 2
C.7

j

M

j
i j

M

ij i j
m

M

m
m

m
2

1
2

, 2

1

1

2
2

2
2¯ ˜ ˜ ( )å å åj j

w
j+ = +

=

-

=

-

=

- ⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

with

UKn k2 1 cos , C.8m m
2 ( )¯ ( )w = -

k m M 1 , C.9m ( ) ( )p= -

M
k j

2

1
sin 1 . C.10m

j

M

m j
2

1

˜ ( ) ( )åj j=
-

´ -
=

- ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Due to the reflection symmetry of the ‘chain’ ( j M2, , 1= ¼ - ), the m odd= and m even= modes are
symmetric and anti-symmetric respectively. The coupling term M2 1( )j j j - can be expressed as follows:

M
k k M

2

1
sin sin 2 , C.11

m

M

m m m
1

2

( ) ( )( ) ˜ ( )åj j
-

´  -
=

- ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

M
k

2

1
sin 1 1 . C.12

m

M

m
m

m
1

2
1( ) ( ) ˜ ( )åj j=

-
´  -

=

-
-⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

We see thatj+ is coupled only to the symmetricmodes (m odd= ), whilej- is coupled only to the anti-
symmetricmodes (m even= ).With the above substitutions theHamiltonian takes the form:

n n
U nK

nK
4 4

cos C.132 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )¯ ¯ ( ) j j j= + + + - ¢ - F- + - + -

nc c
U

U2 2
C.14

m

M

m m
m

M

m m
m

M

m
m

m
even

2

odd

2

1

2
2

2
2˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )å å åj j j j

w
j- - + +-

=

-

+
=

-

=

- ⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

with

c Kn M k2 1 sin . C.15m m
1 2¯ [ ( )] ( )= -

TheHamiltonian consist of the two freedoms ywhich are coupled to an harmonic bath of M 2- DOFs.
But in fact only theweak-linkDOF y- and the m even= modes of the bath are of interest. The freedom y+ can
be thought of as a part of the m odd= modes of the bath, which does not interact with theweak-link. So that the
relevant part of theHamiltonian is:

nU
nK

nK
4

cos , C.162 2¯ ¯ ( ) ( ) j j= + - ¢ - F
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nc
U

U2 2
, C.17

m

M

m m
m

M

m
m

m
even

2

even

2
2

2
2˜ ˜ ˜ ( )å åj j

w
j- + +

=

-

=

- ⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

wherewe have changed the notations, namelyj j= - and the conjugate n n 2= - . The effective number of
bathDOFs is

d M 2 2 . C.18bath ⌊( ) ⌋ ( )= -

Re-writing the bath in the standardCaldeira–Leggett form equation(7) the JCH takes the form

nU
nK

nK V
4

cos . C.192 2
counter bath

¯ ¯ ( ) ( ) j j= + - ¢ - F + +

In order to get equation(6) one has to do some algebrawith the counter-term:

V
Uc nK

M

k

k2 2 1

sin

1 cos
, C.20

m

M
m

m m

M
m

m
counter

2

even

2 2

2
2

even

2 2¯
( )

( )å åj
w

j= - = -
- -=

-

=

-

nK

M

k M

M
nK

1
cos

2

1

4

3

1
. C.21

m

M
m2

even

2
2 2¯ ¯ ( )åj j=-

-
= -

-
-=

-
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝
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